THERMOSTATIC FAN CONTROLLER,
FC-4-1CA |

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Proportional speed thermostatic fan control extends both equipment and fan life and reduces service calls by varying the fan speed of up to four fans based on temperature. The fan control includes 3 user selectable temperature ranges, a local on/off switch, status LEDs, and a temperature probe with a 5 ft. wire. This control is designed to work specifically with AC fans that are offered by Middle Atlantic Products, or other fans with similar specifications. Max fan load is 1.5 Amps at 120 volts.

RoHS

- Mounts to rackrail brackets or any flat surface
- Has four controlled outlets for fans
- Proportional speed thermostatic control extends equipment and fan life
- Can control up to four fans based on the temperature in the enclosure
- Features three temperature ranges and proportional/full on switch

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Finish: Black Powder Coat
UL Standards Tested: 244A & 508
Component Type: active

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Depth (US): 2.678
Height (US): 8.45
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Mounts to rackrail brackets or any flat surface
Has four controlled outlets for fans
Proportional speed thermostatic control extends equipment and fan life
Can control up to four fans based on the temperature in the enclosure
Features three temperature ranges and proportional/full on switch

GENERAL INFO

Finish: Black Powder Coat
UL Standards Tested: 244A & 508
Component Type: active
LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Depth (US): 2.678
Height (US): 8.45
Width (US): 4

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Volts: 120